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Figure 1: The fve states of our shape-changing haptic VR controller Drag:on investigated in our user study. a) shows the device
state Sclosed with minimal surface area. When increasing its surface area symmetrically as shown in b) (Shal f ) and c) (S f ull ),
the controller adapts its drag and mass distribution to provide diferent haptic sensations during VR interaction. If opened
asymmetrically on the d) left (Sl e f t ) or e) right (Sr iдht ) side, torque is induced when moving the controller.

ABSTRACT
Standard controllers for virtual reality (VR) lack sophisticated
means to convey a realistic, kinesthetic impression of size,
resistance or inertia. We present the concept and implementation of Drag:on, an ungrounded shape-changing VR controller that provides dynamic passive haptic feedback based
on drag, i.e. air resistance, and weight shift. Drag:on leverages
the airfow occurring at the controller during interaction. By
dynamically adjusting its surface area, the controller changes
the drag and rotational inertia felt by the user. In a user study,
we found that Drag:on can provide distinguishable levels of
haptic feedback. Our prototype increases the haptic realism
in VR compared to standard controllers and when rotated
or swung improves the perception of virtual resistance. By
this, Drag:on provides haptic feedback suitable for rendering
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diferent virtual mechanical resistances, virtual gas streams,
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INTRODUCTION

The core concept of virtual reality (VR) is the multisensory stimulation of the user, which makes it possible to
feel present in immersive virtual environments (VEs). When
experiencing the real world, humans rely heavily on their
visual, auditory and haptic senses. While head-mounted displays (HMDs) and headphones enable users to perceive VEs
visually and auditorily in immersive ways, VR systems today only provide very limited haptic impressions. Consumer

systems with lightweight hand-held controllers primarily offer vibrotactile feedback. These controllers, however, cannot
provide diferent kinesthetic impressions such as the feeling
of weight, resistance or inertia — haptic impressions that we
expect and rely on when interacting with real environments.
Research in the past investigated diferent approaches
to haptics in VR [20, 39, 47]. Recent research especially focused on techniques that can be integrated in hand-held
controllers [12, 19, 40, 45, 47]. Many of them transform the
controller such that users perceive diferent haptic impressions when interacting with it, e.g. by altering the mass
distribution [23, 34, 47], the sensation at the fngertip [4, 45]
or a physical connection between two controllers [40].
In this paper, we propose a novel concept for providing
haptics to VR, introducing a combination of air resistance and
weight shift as a means of generating haptic feedback. We
present a novel shape-changing VR controller called Drag:on
which leverages the airfow that occurs at the controller
during VR interaction to provide a range of diferent haptic
sensations. For this, Drag:on can self-transform while the
user interacts in VR, to increase or decrease its surface area
and to adapt its mass distribution. The controller provides
dynamic passive haptic feedback [47], i.e. it uses actuators
only to change the physical confguration of the device. By
this, the device adapts to the virtual interaction and changes
how it feels when moved through the air.
We introduce the underlying haptic feedback concept and
our low-cost and mechanically simple prototype. Further, we
present a user evaluation in which we studied how Drag:on’s
haptic feedback can enhance the perception of virtual interactions in fve VR scenarios. Our main contributions are:

2 RELATED WORK
This section briefy reviews approaches to haptics in VR,
haptic VR controllers and air-based haptic feedback concepts.
Approaches to Haptics in Virtual Reality

(1) The introduction of a novel concept of shape-changing
VR controllers that provide dynamic passive haptic
feedback based on air resistance and weight shift.
(2) Our Drag:on prototype — the implementation of this
shape-changing VR controller concept.
(3) An evaluation comprising fve VR scenarios, in which
we study how users perceive Drag:on’s haptic feedback
and how it compares to the haptics provided by an
equivalent passive prop, and by state-of-the-art HTC
Vive controllers [13].
(4) Basic recommendations for the application of drag and
weight-shift-based controllers such as Drag:on and the
design of suitable VR experiences.

Haptic feedback concepts for VR can be categorized into
active [39], passive [20], and mixed haptics [47]. In active
approaches, computer-controlled actuators exert forces on
the user during operation [39], e.g. through grounded haptic devices [27, 44], lightweight vibrotactile actuators [10],
actuated pin arrays [4, 36], skin stretch mechanisms [29],
body-worn electrical muscle stimulators [25, 26], or glove or
exoskeleton-based systems [5, 11, 18]. While providing fexible feedback, a major limitation of many active approaches
is their complexity, limited mobility or limited workspace.
Passive haptic feedback (abbreviated PHF in the following),
in contrast, does not involve any actuation to provide haptic
impressions [20]. Instead, physical props in the real environment provide tangibility to virtual objects [35]. PHF is a
low-complexity approach that can provide highly realistic
haptic feedback when suitable props are provided. Being
passive, however, it sufers from its general infexibility.
To combine the strengths of active and passive haptics,
researchers presented several mixed approaches. Cheng et
al. [6, 7, 9] explored how actuators can be substituted by
human actuation. Techniques like robotic graphics [2, 28, 43]
leverage robotic actuation to present passive props to the VR
user. Dynamic passive haptic feedback (abbreviated DPHF
in the following) is another class of mixed haptics [47]. It
is of crucial relevance for our work, as the prototype we
present falls into this class of haptic devices for VR. DPHF
devices are props equipped with actuators. Unlike traditional
active haptic devices, however, the actuators are not used to
actively render forces on the user, but to transform the prop
itself in order to change how it feels. This enables a single
prop to provide diferent passive haptic impressions before
and after transformations, i.e. the prop physically adjusts to
virtual objects and interactions.
Besides these approaches, techniques exist that heavily
rely on visualization. In pseudo-haptics [14, 30], visual feedback is used to trigger haptic perceptions. Other concepts
like redirected touching [22] and haptic retargeting [3, 8]
make use of the visual dominance efect [17] by warping
the virtual space or the user’s hand to modify how users
approach and touch physical props.

In the following sections we review related work, introduce the concept and implementation of Drag:on, and present
our user study. We then discuss our fndings and potential
application areas, and refect on future research directions.

Haptic Controllers for Virtual Reality
While expensive large-scale haptic interfaces with limited
workspace are inappropriate in many everyday contexts,
hand-held ungrounded VR controllers represent a practical
compromise. Consumer devices today, like the HTC Vive

controllers [13], however, only provide very limited vibrotactile stimuli and always feel very lightweight. As such they
are unable to render kinesthetic efects, e.g. virtual weight,
resistance or inertia, in a realistic way. Recent research investigated how VR controllers can provide more realistic and
immersive haptic feedback, while still being ungrounded.
Whitmire et al.’s Haptic Revolver [45], for example, provides
sensations at the fngertip by rotating a wheel carrying texture samples or interactive elements underneath the user’s
index fnger. Benko et al.’s [4] haptic controllers use a tiltable
platform and an actuated pin array underneath the fnger
pad to convey the height, orientation, texture and shape of
virtual surfaces. Choi et al. explored several ways to provide
realistic haptics for touching, grasping, lifting and pressing virtual objects with Wolverine [11], Grabity [10] and
CLAW [12]. Other controllers provide kinesthetic perceptions, like Zenner and Krüger’s weight-shifting VR controller
Shifty [47], or Shigeyama et al.’s Transcalibur [34]. These controllers can render impressions of diferent virtual weights,
sizes and shapes. Krekhov et al. [23] explored how such
controllers can enhance player experiences in games. Apart
from individual controllers, the Haptic Links by Strasnick et
al. [40] connect two commodity VR controllers to enhance
the haptics of two-handed interactions.
With Drag:on, we introduce the frst DPHF controller that
combines inertial adjustments with an intentional utilization
of air resistance to produce kinesthetic sensations.
Air-Based Haptic Feedback
A variety of approaches to air-based haptic feedback exist. The AIREAL [38], for example, shoots air vortices onto
the user’s skin to produce tactile sensations. Romano and
Kuchenbecker’s AirWand [32] produces kinesthetic haptic
feedback based on air jet actuation. Rietzler et al. presented
VaiR [31], a head-worn device for haptic airfow simulation.
Other devices provide ungrounded force feedback through
propeller propulsion used to generate thrust. Examples are
Heo et al.’s [19] VR controller Thor’s Hammer, Je et al.’s [21]
Wind-Blaster and Sasaki et al.’s [33] LevioPole.
Most related to our work is the concept investigated by
Suzuki et al. [41, 42]. In their air jet driven system, users
carry paddle-like objects, called air receivers. Nozzles at the
location of virtual objects in the real environment release air
streams when the paddle makes contact with a virtual object.
Carrying the air receiver, the user feels the impacting air on
the receiver as a soft contact force.
In contrast to our approach, however, existing air-based
haptic feedback typically relies on powered propellers with
high energy requirements or air jet actuation, requiring compressed air or air compressors to render forces. Our approach
works without any of these, leveraging solely the airfow
that occurs at the controller during VR interactions.

a)

b)

Figure 2: The two investigated types of interaction with
the movement direction (blue), the rotational axis (red) and
the motion (black lines) highlighted. a) rotational movements (rolling the controller) and b) translational movements (swinging the controller).
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DRAG:ON – CONCEPT & IMPLEMENTATION

We introduce the concept of a shape-changing VR controller
providing haptic feedback based on drag and inertia. With
Drag:on we further present a frst implementation thereof.
Haptic Feedback Concept
During many VR interactions, users swing, drag, throw or
rotate virtual objects. In this context, rotational and translational motions of the controller (see Figure 2) are central.
During such motions, an air stream forms at the device as
the user pushes its resisting surface through the air.
The central idea underlying Drag:on’s DPHF is to adjust
this surface area to produce diferent sensations of resistance
when the controller is moved. Instead of simulating constant
forces in a 1-to-1 manner, Drag:on leverages the motions of
the user to provide resistance impressions that vary with
velocity. Through immersive visualizations, the dominant
impact of vision is used to bridge visual-haptic mismatches.
As shape-changing objects are well suited to complement
the simulation of virtual objects [1], our controller transforms its shape to adjust its surface area at runtime. Depending on the implementation of the shape change, this
entails secondary physical efects. To additionally make use
of such, we opted for a design with foldable surfaces, i.e.
fans, a form factor that has also been focus of research on
foldable displays [24]. Our decision was based on two main
considerations: 1) a fan-based design is mechanically simple,
low-cost and easy to replicate, and 2) in addition to drag, it
allows to leverage inertial changes, which was shown to be
suitable for providing kinesthetic haptics in VR [16, 34, 47].
In our design, surface area is increased or decreased (Figure 1,
a to c) by opening or closing two fans symmetrically on the
left and right side of the controller. Additionally, our device
can control the surface areas on both sides individually. Increasing the area only on one side of the device (Figure 1, d

and e) can induce torque. This torque rotates the controller
in the user’s wrist during motion and allows for rendering
of asymmetric forces and diferences in resistance.
Apart from drag, also the mass distribution of the object
changes when opening or closing the fans, afecting the inertial response of the controller when rolling or swinging it. By
opening the fans as shown in Figure 2 a), the moment of inertia Ir oll , i.e. the rotational resistance when rolling the device
about the longitudinal axis (indicated in red), increases as
mass is moved away from the axis. This supports and amplifes the resistance feedback felt when rolling the controller
with the wrist, in addition to the increased drag.
In contrast, when considering swinging the controller as
shown in Figure 2 b), opened fans lead to mass being moved
towards the swing-axis (indicated in red) passing through
the user’s shoulder. This reduces the corresponding rotational inertia Iswinд and acts against our intended efect of
increased resistance. It is not a practical limitation, though,
as the relative change of Iswinд when opening or closing the
fans is much lower than the relative change of Ir oll . As a simplifying assumption, we thus regard swinging the controller
as translation in the following.
Finally, a shape change of the controller will also afect
the drag coefcient of the device. In the presented implementation, opening the fans leads to reduced rigidity of the
structure, which in turn leads to the controller bending in
the airfow at higher motion speeds. While such bent shapes
make the device more aerodynamic, the increase in surface
area which is caused by the shape change remains the factor
dominating the felt drag force in our design. Our evaluation
will show that in practice, the drag feedback of our controller can produce the desired impressions despite these
two counteracting efects.
Assuming a device with two adjusting fans, such as our
prototype, the physical state of the device can be described by
a tuple S = (openl e f t , openr iдht ), given by the percentage of
opening of the left and right fan. While such a device can take
any state S ∈ [0, 100] × [0, 100], we focus our investigation
on the fve states defned in Table 1 and shown in Figure 1.
Implementation of the Drag:on VR controller
In the following we present Drag:on: the simple, low-cost
and easily reproducible implementation we used for studying the presented concept. Our device is not a defnitive
implementation, but rather one of many imaginable designs.
Hardware. The 3D rendering in Figure 3 shows the main
components of the Drag:on device. The controller consists
of a wooden base with a screwed-on custom-designed 3Dprinted mount to attach the HTC Vive tracker. In addition,
a 3D-printed grip holds a small pushbutton attached with
a rubber band. The location of this button can be adjusted

Table 1: Drag:on Prototype — Investigated States

State

openlef (%)

openright (%)

Sclosed
Shal f
S f ull
Sl e f t
Sr iдht

0
50
100
100
0

0
50
100
0
100

Area
320cm2
1320cm 2
2400cm2
1410cm2
1250cm2

Figure 1
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

to account for the handedness of the user. The actuation
mechanism depicted in Figure 4 b) is located at the top end
of the controller. On both sides of the controller, we fxed an
MG996R servo motor using custom 3D-printed parts. Each
servo actuates a 3D-printed arm attached to the topmost
layer of a commercially available famenco hand fan. The
fans are 31cm long and made out of wood and fabric, as
can be seen in Figure 1. The bottommost layer of the fan is
rigidly attached to a 3D-printed support structure, pointing
away from the user. By actuating the servo, the arm opens or
closes the fan. Figure 4 b) shows a servo and an actuated arm
opening a fan. To allow for unconstrained movements, the
maximum opening angle of the right fan is slightly limited
to leave enough space for the user’s arm (see Table 2). In
order to ensure comfortable interaction with the device, we
designed the prototype to concentrate its mass close to the
user’s hand to minimize its overall moment of inertia.
Figure 4 a) shows the fnal prototype with its main system
components. The device is connected to a controller box containing an Arduino Nano microcontroller and the necessary
circuits. An external power adapter connects to this box to
provide 7.6V to the motors. The Arduino interfaces with the
PC via USB serial communication (115200 baud). Table 2 summarizes the technical data of the Drag:on prototype with the
HTC Vive tracker attached. The surface area referred to in
Table 1 and Table 2 is the area of its orthographic projection
on a plane parallel to the fans, i.e. the area visible in Figure 1.

Actuated Arm

HTC Vive Tracker
Fans

Servo Motor

Button

Figure 3: 3D rendering of the Drag:on prototype.

Table 2: Drag:on Prototype — Technical Data

Fan Angle

Area

min.
max. left
max. right

5°
152.5°
132.5°

min. (Sclosed ) 320cm2
2400cm 2
max. (S f ull )

Time (Sclosed → S f ull )

total

570ms

Power Consumption

idle
peak

0.23W
6.84W

Length

fan
total

31cm
54cm

Weight

fans
total

2 × 75д
598д

As Table 2 shows, Drag:on can increase its surface area by
2 −320cm 2
A(S f ul l )−A(S cl os ed )
up to
= 650% in 570ms.
= 2400cm
A(S cl os ed )
320cm 2
Sofware. The software stack of Drag:on involves two central
components, depicted in green in the architecture overview
in Figure 5. The C++ software controlling the device runs
on the Arduino Nano. It forwards button state changes to
the VR system and controls the servo motors upon reception
of transformation commands. The Arduino uses a simple
custom protocol to communicate with the VR system on the
PC via USB serial connection. The second main component
is the C# interface script for the Unity 3D engine. This script
handles serial communication with the controller and implements convenient functions to control the state of the device.
With these functions, the VE logic can send transformation
commands to the Drag:on and receive button state changes.

4

EVALUATION

We conducted a user study with N = 18 (14 m, 4 f) volunteer
participants aged between 21 and 33 years (Mdn = 27,
SD = 3). All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and
15 were right-handed. In 2 parts, we studied how a haptic
VR controller providing combined drag and inertial feedback
can enhance the user’s perception of VEs.
The frst part investigated how the DPHF of our controller
is perceived in three diferent interactive VR scenarios. We
compared diferent states of Drag:on to test if they can provide distinguishable levels of haptic feedback.
The second part studied the two types of interaction introduced in Figure 2, i.e. rotating and translating the controller,
in two additional VR scenarios individually. Here, in addition to comparing diferent Drag:on states, we compared
the DPHF of Drag:on to a PHF baseline and the vibrotactile
feedback of standard HTC VIVE controllers.
The experiment was approved by the ethical review board
of our faculty. It took place in a quiet lab environment and
was carried out with our Drag:on prototype and an HTC
Vive HMD, trackers and controllers; it was implemented
with the Unity 3D engine. Participants stood in the center of
the tracking area and had enough space to freely swing the
controller. To dampen the sound of the servos, participants
wore over-ear headphones with which they could hear the
interactions and background sounds of the VE. To further
exclude efects due to users perceiving servo noise or vibrations, we implemented an obfuscation mechanism to create
random transformation noise each time Drag:on was supposed to change state. Whenever instructed to transform to
a target state S, our controller frst transformed to a random
state S ′ ∈ [0, 100] × [0, 100] before transforming to S. This effectively doubled the transformation time to up to 1140ms. In
the study, however, this did not introduce signifcant delays
as Drag:on only transformed in between user interactions.
Motor Power

Drag:on

Drag:on
Controller Box

Left Servo Motor

Right Servo Motor

Button

PC
Motor
Command

Drag:on Firmware
(Arduino Nano)

Button
State

b)

Figure 4: a) Drag:on system components. The Drag:on is connected with a long cable to a box holding the microcontroller
and circuits. The box connects to the PC via USB. Motor
power is provided by an external power adapter. b) a servo
motor and connected arm opening a fan.

Serial
Comm.

(USB)

Unity
Drag:on
Interface Script
Commands / State

VE Logic

HTC Vive Tracker

a)

Power Adapter

Tracking

Tracking

SteamVR

Figure 5: Overview of the software architecture of the
Drag:on system. Sensors and actuators are colored in gray,
software in blue, and the two main software components of
Drag:on are highlighted in green.

Experiment Procedure & Design
Before starting, participants were briefed by reading through
a prepared document explaining the fve scenarios of the
study. They were intentionally not informed about the controllers interacted with and the Drag:on prototype was hidden from them until the end of the study. At the beginning
of each scenario, participants could become familiar with the
interaction and their task by performing a short training trial.
We recorded their responses only after completion of the
training trial. Upon completion of the last scenario, participants flled in the post-study questionnaires (SUS presence
questionnaire [37], demographics and additional questions).
The experiment ended with a short verbal debriefng and
took ca. 95min per participant.
The study was designed as a within-subjects experiment.
The order of scenarios in part 1 (Scale, Material, Flow) was
counterbalanced by a 6x3 Williams design latin square (LS)
[46], with the 9 trials in each scenario counterbalanced by
a 18x9 LS. In part 2, 9 participants experienced the Wagon
scenario after Ratchet, while for all others, this was reversed.
The order of the 3 haptic conditions (DPHF, PHF, VIVE) tested
in Wagon and Ratchet was counterbalanced by a 6x3 LS.
Within each haptic condition, participants performed 9 trials
(3 levels of feedback, each 3x), counterbalanced by a 18x9 LS.
Part 1 — Comparing Drag:on States
The frst part of the study compared the Drag:on states introduced in Table 1 in the three VR scenarios Scale, Material and
Flow. In all these scenarios, participants were immersed in a
virtual factory environment, holding the Drag:on prototype
in their dominant hand and a secondary HTC Vive controller
in their other hand. When a trial started, Drag:on transformed
to the state associated with that trial (independent variable),
with active obfuscation. Drag:on then remained in this state
until the beginning of the next trial. In each trial, participants
interacted with a virtual object (Scale, Material) or environment (Flow). The task of the participants in each scenario
was to freely explore the haptic response of the object in their
hand (Scale, Material) or the environment (Flow) to get a feel
for it. They were free to do so by swinging the controller
(in all 3 scenarios) or rotating it (only in Scale and Material).
Their task was then to adjust the VR visualization of the
virtual object or environment until it matched their haptic
impression best. For this, in all three scenarios, a simple user
interface (UI) was displayed on the secondary controller that
allowed participants to adapt the visualization of the objects
or environment interacted with. By pressing a button on
the controller, participants could record their best-matching
confgurations (dependent variables).
Scenario 1 — Scale. The Scale scenario (S) compared the states
Sclosed , Shal f and S f ull , and investigated our hypothesis:

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 6: Scale scenario: a) the avg. scale (1.33) associated
with b) the state Sclosed is signifcantly smaller than c) the
avg. scale (2.38) associated with d) S f ull .

→ H-S: Users associate diferent Drag:on states with diferent virtual object sizes.
For this, participants interacted with a virtual wooden sign
as shown in Figure 6. With the UI on the secondary controller,
they could scale the sign up or down in the scaling range
[1, 3], and record their selected best-matching scale.
Scenario 2 — Material. The Material scenario (M) compared
Sclosed , Shal f and S f ull to test our hypothesis:
→ H-M: Users associate diferent Drag:on states with different virtual object materials.
Participants interacted with a virtual shovel as shown
in Figure 7 a) and could change its material. Using the UI
on the secondary controller, they could select and record
their best-matching material from a set of three materials
that visually implied diferent weights (lightweight plastic,
medium-heavy wood, heavy metal).
Scenario 3 — Flow. The Flow scenario (F) explored how asymmetric drag-based haptics, especially in comparison to symmetric feedback, can enhance the perception of environmental elements like virtual gas fows. For this, we explored Sl ef t ,
S f ull and Sr iдht to test hypothesis:
→ H-F: Users associate diferent Drag:on states with diferent virtual gas fow distributions.
Participants interacted with a virtual paddle and faced an
upper and lower gas stream, released through two pipes in
front, as shown in Figure 8 a) and c). Their task was to swing
the paddle horizontally through both gas streams towards the
pipes (as illustrated by the arrow) to feel which of the streams
is stronger, or if both are equally strong. Using the UI on
the secondary controller, they could adjust the visualization

a)

b)

c)

Figure 7: Participant views of the Material, Ratchet and Wagon scenarios. The participant a) selected a wooden Material for
the shovel, b) is supposed to lift the plastic balls with the corresponding Ratchet and c) is about to move a half-flled Wagon.

a)

c)

b)

d)

Figure 8: Flow scenario: a) the avg. relative upper gas fow
(66%) associated with b) Sr iдht is signifcantly stronger than
c) the avg. relative upper fow (31%) associated with d) Sl ef t .

of the streams and confgure the relative stream strengths
that they perceived as best-matching. For this, they could
distribute a total power of 100% between the two streams.
The relative upper gas fow strength of their selected bestmatching confguration was recorded. We accounted for the
handedness of participants by adapting the VE accordingly.
Part 1 — Findings
We investigate the efect of the tested Drag:on states on the
dependent variables of each scenario. For multiple comparisons, we performed non-parametric Friedman tests with
pairwise post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank tests and applied a
Bonferroni-Holm correction. Signifcant results of pairwise
tests are indicated in the referenced charts (α = .05).
Results. Figure 9 shows the main results of the Scale, Material and Flow scenarios. Friedman tests found signifcant
efects of Drag:on state on perceived object scale (χ 2 (2) =
32.11, p < .001), and on perceived relative upper gas fow
strength (χ 2 (2) = 36, p < .001). Post-hoc analysis revealed a

signifcant diference in mean perceived object scale and upper gas fow strength for all pairwise comparisons of Sclosed ,
Shal f and S f ull in Scale, and of Sl ef t , S f ull and Sr iдht in Flow
(all p < .001). To evaluate the Material scenario, we computed the average probability of selecting a material as “bestmatching” for each state and tested within each state for
diferences, as well as across states individually for each
material. Friedman tests confrmed material probabilities to
difer signifcantly within each state, as well as across states
(all p ≤ .009). The probabilities and the results of the pairwise
comparisons can be seen in the second chart in Figure 9.
Discussion. The results show that the haptic responses of
the tested Drag:on states are distinguishable. Drag:on can
successfully convey diferent object scales (here, of wooden
signs — as illustrated in Figure 6) and the (dis)equilibrium of
environmental efects like gas streams, given corresponding
visual feedback. The comparison of Sl ef t , Sr iдht and S f ull
shown in Figure 9 suggests that asymmetric states are suitable to convey relative resistance diferences, especially in
conjunction with symmetric states representing the absence
of such. Our fndings thus confrm H-S and H-F. Concerning material perceptions, with each of the tested Drag:on
states, a diferent material was associated most often. The
results indicate that Sclosed is suitable to convey relatively
lightweight materials like plastic, S f ull is associated with
rather heavy materials like wood or metal, and Shal f can be
used to render materials of intermediate weight (like plastic
or wood). Comparing, for example, the results for Sclosed and
S f ull , it can be seen that diferent states are indeed associated
with diferent materials — confrming H-M.
Part 2 — Comparing Haptic Feedback Techniques
The second part of our study investigated rotational (Ratchet
scenario) and translational motions (Wagon scenario).
Scenario 4 — Ratchet. The Ratchet scenario studied how
Drag:on can render mechanical resistance felt when turning
ratchets. Participants stood in front of the interaction panel
shown in Figure 7 b), facing three glass containers flled with
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Figure 9: From left to right: Scale chart plotting perceived virtual object scale. Material chart showing perception probabilities
for the diferent materials. Flow chart illustrating perceived relative strength of the upper gas stream. Tested Drag:on states on
the x-axis. The rightmost chart shows the haptic realism experienced in the DPHF , PHF and VIVE conditions in part 2 of our
study. Brackets indicate statistically signifcant diferences (p < .05 (*); p < .01 (**)). Error bars show 95% confdence intervals.

air, plastic balls, and rocks. By turning the ratchet beneath
a container with a rotational movement as shown in Figure 2 a), the corresponding content could be lifted up. The
task of the participants was to lift each material three times
and the material to lift next was indicated by a spotlight.
Scenario 5 — Wagon. The Wagon scenario investigated how
Drag:on can render the weight felt when moving wagons
in the VE. Here, participants had to move a virtual wagon
as shown in Figure 7 c) along rails from right to left and
back again by grasping, swinging (as shown in Figure 2 b)
and releasing it with the controller. The wagon was visually
either empty, half-flled, or completely flled with sand, and
each fll state was experienced three times.
Scenario 4 & Scenario 5. Both scenarios compared the haptic
perception of Sclosed , Shal f and S f ull as in part 1, and additionally compared Drag:on’s DPHF to a PHF baseline and
the vibrotactile feedback of HTC Vive controllers. Each of
the scenarios was experienced once with each haptic technique (DPHF, PHF, VIVE). In DPHF conditions, the diferent
ratchets and fll states of the wagons were mapped to the
tested states (air/empty → Sclosed , plastic/half-flled → Shal f ,
rocks/full → S f ull ) and Drag:on transformed to them when
grasping the ratchet or wagon. In PHF conditions, participants also interacted with Drag:on, which here only transformed for obfuscation and always returned to Sclosed for
each ratchet and wagon — providing the feedback of an
equivalent passive prop during interaction. In VIVE conditions, users interacted with an HTC Vive controller instead of
Drag:on, providing diferent vibration patterns, implemented
with the SteamVR Interaction System for Unity (SteamVR
haptic racks: air/empty → [64 pulses, each 1ms], plastic/halfflled → [128 pulses, each 2.5ms], rocks/full → [256 pulses,
each 4ms]). The visual-haptic feedback combination represents the independent variable.

After each interaction, participants were asked about the
resistance (Ratchet) or weight (Wagon) experienced during
interaction on a 1-to-7 Likert scale (1 = very low resistance
/ very lightweight; 7 = very high resistance / very heavy).
When completing a scenario with a haptic feedback technique, participants also rated the haptic realism (1 = not at
all realistic; 7 = highly realistic). Perceived resistance, weight,
and haptic realism represent the dependent variables.
For the Ratchet (R) and Wagon (W) scenarios, we tested for
each haptic technique (DPHF, PHF, VIVE) the hypothesis:
→ H-<Scenario>-<Haptic Technique>: Users perceive
diferent resistances/weights of the ratchets/wagons.
We further hypothesized for both scenarios:
→ H-<Scenario>-Range: The range of resistances/weights
conveyed with DPHF is greater than with PHF and VIVE.
→ H-<Scenario>-Realism: Users perceive the DPHF rendering of resistances/weights as more realistic than PHF
and VIVE.
Part 2 — Findings
We applied the same test procedures as in part 1 to investigate
our hypotheses.
Results. Friedman tests showed perceived resistance and
weight to vary signifcantly 1) with the visual-haptic impression of the ratchets and wagons for DPHF (both p < .001),
PHF (both p ≤ .036) and VIVE (both p ≤ .007); and 2) with
the haptic technique for air/empty, plastic/half-flled and
rocks/full (all p < .001). Signifcant results of the pairwise
comparisons are indicated in Figure 10 presenting the results
of both scenarios. The rightmost chart in Figure 9 depicts a
comparison of the haptic realism of the diferent feedback
techniques. Friedman tests also found a signifcant efect of
feedback technique on haptic realism and range of feedback
provided (Figure 10) for Ratchet and Wagon (all p < .001).
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Discussion. Drag:on’s DPHF could render distinguishable
levels of resistance and weight, confrming hypotheses H{R,W}-DPHF. The corresponding ranges rendered by DPHF
were signifcantly greater than those of PHF and VIVE, confrming also H-{R,W}-Range. Moreover, the haptic realism
of DPHF was signifcantly higher than of PHF and VIVE when
rendering ratchet resistances, corroborating H-R-Realism.
As PHF was not found to convey signifcantly diferent resistances, nor weights, and as VIVE did not yield signifcantly diferent sensations of weight, H-{R,W}-PHF and HW-VIVE were not supported by our results. For VIVE, ratchet
resistances of air difered signifcantly from those of plastic
and rocks. However, the diference between plastic and rocks
could not be communicated with the VIVE technique, which
delivered a signifcantly smaller range of resistances than
DPHF. H-R-VIVE was thus only partially confrmed. The
same applies to H-W-Realism as in Wagon, the perceived
realism of DPHF and PHF did not difer signifcantly.
From the results we conclude that mainly low resistances
and weights were perceived with VIVE. PHF provided slightly
higher resistances and weights, but due to its passive nature
did not adapt to diferent materials or fll states. Diferent
perceptions across PHF, although not signifcant, were likely
caused by the visualization. In contrast, with DPHF, signifcantly diferent resistances and weights could be rendered,
which signifcantly increased the haptic realism of the VR
experiences compared to using standard VR controllers.
Post-Study Results & User Feedback
Post-study SUS counts (M = 1.78, SD = 1.47) and means
(M = 4.47, SD = .85) verifed the general immersiveness
of the VE. In the post-study questionnaire, we also asked if
participants felt sick during their time in the VE (1 = not at all;
7 = I felt very sick). The post-study sickness ratings confrmed
the absence of sickness issues (M = 1.33, SD = .58).
In debriefng, participants described Drag:on and its feedback as varied, suitable for many diferent applications, comfortable, and “feel[ing] much more real than the standard
controllers”. When introduced to the concept and prototype,

some participants were surprised about how the controller
looked and how it worked, and stated that they did not expect
it to leverage air resistance.

5 DISCUSSION, LIMITATIONS & FUTURE WORK
We condense our fndings, observations and experiences into
a set of basic recommendations for drag and inertia-based
haptic VR controllers such as Drag:on.

Recommendations
(1) To convey haptic impressions, interactions should be
designed so as to cause controller movements.
(2) To minimize real-virtual discrepancy, virtual objects
should align with the fan plane (i.e. so that the plane
through their largest surface area coincides with the
plane parallel to the fans through the controller).
(3) When moved, controller states with
• min. surface area A and low rotational inertia Ir oll
(e.g. Sclosed ) are suitable to render small, lightweight,
or empty objects, or low mechanical resistances.
• max. A and high Ir oll (e.g. S f ull ) are suitable to render
large, heavy, or flled objects, or high resistances.
• intermediate A and Ir oll (e.g. Shal f ) can render intermediate states of size, heaviness, flling or resistance.
• asymmetric drag properties (like Sl ef t , Sr iдht ) are
suitable to render relative diferences in resistance,
resulting in torque felt while swinging the controller.
• symmetric drag properties (like Sclosed , Shal f , S f ull )
can be used in contrast to asymmetric states to render the absence of relative diferences.
(4) Rotational movements (Figure 2 a) are suitable to convey a broad range of resistances, and high absolute resistances, as drag and inertial feedback act in concert.
(5) Translational movements (Figure 2 b) are suitable to
convey relations of resistance through torque and low
absolute resistances.

Besides the investigated VR interactions, we believe the haptics of Drag:on can enhance many more VR scenarios. As
also suggested by our participants, we imagine Drag:on to
enhance the realism of VR sport experiences (e.g. curling,
racket sports or golf), and other physical interactions like
rowing, swimming or diving in VR. Its feedback might also
suit to simulate the resistances felt when handling tools like
screwdrivers, hammers or axes, or resistances expected during everyday interactions like stirring a pot. Besides realistic
scenarios, Drag:on could also enhance the feel of unrealistic
VEs. In games, diferent device states could render the feel of
swords or the dense atmospheres of distant planets. Holding
a Drag:on controller in each hand, participants also suggested
to simulate the feeling of being a fying bird. In a commercial
controller design, we imagine the user to mount custom fans
and weights that either ship with the application, or can be
self-fabricated, optimizing the experience.

Beyond that, users can perceive the airfow during certain
interactions and might perceive the weight imbalance of
certain device states. Moreover, its transformation time of
570ms might still be too slow for some VR interactions. Most
of these limitations, however, can be addressed in future device iterations, e.g. considering alternative form factors (e.g.
origami [15]) or device designs that adapt drag independent
from inertia (e.g. variable fan perforation), or by using lighter
materials, faster motors, dampening, or optimized size-toweight ratios. Beyond that, more advanced fan control could
dynamically adjust the device size for collision avoidance, or
compensate for velocity disparities between diferent users.
Besides exploring design improvements, in future research,
we plan to study the impact of drag and inertia in more
detail to better understand their individual contribution to
the efects. It might also be worth to investigate aerodynamic
lift. Further research in this direction could eventually lead
to a formal model of Drag:on’s haptic feedback.

Limitations & Future Work
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Drag:on only provides distinguishable haptic impressions
when moved by the user. In our study, participants were
instructed to move Drag:on naturally as in an actual application. Even though we observed diferent speeds, our results
show that natural interactions sufce to perceive the desired efects. It is noteworthy that these encouraging results
were obtained although the feedback curve of Drag:on did
not match every resistance profle that would have been encountered in reality. In any case, however, it is advisable to
keep the velocity dependence of the feedback in mind when
designing corresponding VR interactions.
A mechanical limitation of our device is Drag:on’s fxed
orientation of the fan plane. When moving the controller
parallel to this plane, the drag efect vanishes. While this
leads to realistic feedback for rather fat objects, it might be
unrealistic for other shapes. This can, however, be improved
in future device iterations by adding an actuator to rotate
the top end of the controller. The fans could thereby rotate
dynamically around the roll-axis of the device to optimize
their angle of attack. Integrating such an actuator would
additionally enable decoupling the drag felt when swinging
from the resistance felt when rotating. Using a motor to
compensate for rotations of the device about its roll-axis,
resistance could be felt only during translational movements.
Vice versa, the fan plane could be rotated to always coincide
with the translation direction to convey resistance only when
rolling the device.
Other limitations of our prototype include its relatively
high weight, audible and vibrotactile noise as a byproduct of
the transformation, and the physical space requirements (e.g.
when used in small rooms or during bi-manual interaction).

We presented Drag:on, a novel haptic VR controller providing kinesthetic sensations to VEs. Drag:on dynamically resizes its surface area to leverage the airfow occurring at
the controller during interaction and to adapt its rotational
inertia. We introduced the concept of dynamic passive haptic
feedback based on drag and weight shift, and presented an
implementation characterized by the sole use of low-cost
and 3D-printed parts. In a user study, we explored rotational
and translational controller movements and showed that
Drag:on delivers distinguishable levels of haptic feedback.
We demonstrated that the device provides suitable haptic
feedback for virtual objects difering in scale or material, and
even for perceiving relative diferences in the strength of
virtual gas streams. Drag:on further improved the perception
of resistances felt when turning virtual ratchets and of the
weight felt when moving virtual wagons, which signifcantly
increased the haptic realism compared to standard VR controllers. We compiled our fndings and observations in a set
of basic recommendations for drag and weight-shift-based
controllers such as Drag:on. Our results encourage future
research to uncover the full potential of haptic feedback for
VR based on air resistance and weight shift.

Potential Application Areas

CONCLUSION
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